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  Definition of Sustainable Development 

 Development that meets the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs” 

                                Brundtland Report 1987 

    What’s missing in this definition? 



   Caribbean Tourism Organization 1997 

 Sustainable tourism is the optimal use of natural and 

cultural resources for national development on an 

equitable and self-sustaining basis in order to provide 

a unique visitor experience and improved quality of 

life through partnerships among government, the 

private sector and communities. 



    Securing a better Quality of Life 

The ultimate goal of sustainable development is 

securing a better quality of life for all, both now 

and for future generations, by pursuing 

responsible economic growth, equitable social 

progress, and effective environmental protection. 

These three dimensions refer to a sustainable 

society.  





   TLS Grid Tested on 3 Karoo Developments 

Mountain Zebra Camdeboo Corridor   

SKA 

Shale Gas Extraction 



     Karoo Development Initiative 

To gain momentum the Karoo Development 
Initiative needs to move from a research-
based initiative to a project-driven initiative.  

This requires developing leadership skills so 
that projects can be driven by champions 
with a shared vision.  

It also means developing effective 
partnerships.  
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          Is the Karoo a Brand??  

Groot Karoo 

Great Karoo 

Klein Karoo 

Small Karoo 

Karoo Heartland 

Karoo Midlands  

Tanqua Karoo  

Succulent Karoo 

False Karoo 

Nama Karoo  



Karoo Crafts Brand 
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Karoo Lamb Brand 
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     Outback is a Brand in Australia 



               Outback Logos 



          Outback Way Australia 



           Outback Way Signage 





   Lapland Russia Cross-Border Tourism Initiative 



    Lapland Russia Cross-Border Tourism Initiative 

The1,340 km border that once divided now unites. 

7.2 million people crossed the border in 2007. 

Development Strategy for Cross-Border Tourism 

2015. 

More than 250,000 border crossings were counted 

at Finland’s two northern most border stations to 

Russia in 2011, up 30% from the previous year.  



  Lapland Russia Cross-Border Strategy Workshop  



        Porter’s Diamond Model 
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       Michael Porter’s 5 Forces 

     Developing a Competitive Advantage 



  Tourism Competitiveness Pyramid 



          Cluster Development 

              Five Phases, Twelve Steps 

Phase A: Process Initiation 

Phase B:  Building the base 

Phase C:  Creating momentum  

Phase D:  Extending the base 

Phase E:  Sustaining momentum  



               Twelve Steps  

Step 1:  Introducing relevance  

Step 2:  Identifying, prioritizing clusters  

Step 3:  Initial analysis  

Step 4:  Forming leadership group  

Step 5:  Preferred future 

Step 6:  Stepping stones 

Step 7:  Short-term tactical agenda  

Step 8:  Launching, formalizing the cluster 

Step 9:  In-depth analysis, benchmarking 

Step 10:  Long-term, strategic agenda 

Step 11:  Linking the cluster 

Step 12:  Review, evaluation  



Why do tourists visit the Little Karoo?    What 

did they enjoy most about their visit?  

Getting away from it all – small towns more popular 
than big cities 

Peace and tranquility of the Little Karoo – the sound of 

silence 

Good gravel roads were not a liability 

Genuine hospitality was important  

Foreign visitors wanted to get out and walk  

                         (Research undertaken by Caroline Gelderblom) 



Congested Highways High Stress Levels 



    Space at Last – Desert Environment 



 Karoo Night Sky – Extra Terrestrial 



   50% of the world’s population can  

           no longer see the stars 



              SKA Telescopes 



           Karoo Array Sunset 



           Karoo Array at Night 



 Types of enjoyment in the Karoo 



    Shale Gas Extraction Activity 



Mountaintop drilling in northern West Virginia  



  Drilling in Pennsylvania Country Parks 



  Karoo Basin a Geotourism Wonderland 



 Shell SA Exploration Project 30,000 km2 



 Changing the Karoo Landscape Forever 

If only half the Karoo basin was fracked there would be 

around 178,000 boreholes drilled over a period of 

about 10 years.  

The drilling equipment used to drill the well is 

transported on trucks for the duration of the operations.  

At each well there will be a sand mixer, water tanker, 

tanker for recovering fracturing fluid, gas reservoir, 

water and sand reservoir.  

Each well requires approximately 1,000 truck trips to 

complete.  



   Are wind turbines a better option? 



            Windmills in the Karoo 



            Windmills in Australia 



       Windmills in the Outback 



Mountain Zebra Camdeboo Corridor Proposal  



  MZCC Corridor Project Objectives 

The project footprint covers a large tract of land that 

has a high biodiversity value 

This footprint includes 4 biomes, 6 major vegetation 

types, and this vegetation supports a unique 

combination of southern grassland species and is a 

globally important birding area 

The area is identified as one of the top 3 priorities 

for grassland conservation 

The project will increase ecotourism to the area 



 Three Levels of Sustainability Grid  

Project Economic  

   Value 

Environmental  

      Value 

       Social  

        Value 

MZCC Long-term 

benefits for 

tourism 

Will improve the 

environment  

Ecotourism should 

increase the demand 

for social services 

SKA Long-term 

benefits for 

tourism  

Minimum impact 

on the 

environment 

Host communities should 

benefit from positive 

media coverage 

Shale Gas 

Extraction  

Short-term 

economic 

benefits 

Will disturb and 

change the 

environment  

Schools, clinics, and 

sports facilities might 

be built (condition)  



       TLS Project Evaluation Grid 

Project Economic  

Value 

Environmental 

Value 

Social  

Value 

Total  

Score 

MZCC        3            3      3     9 

SKA        3            2      2     7 

Shale 

Gas 

       2            0      1      3 



  A Karoo Cross-Border Tourism Master Plan 

A Tourism Master Plan is an integrated tourism 

development and marketing plan in harmony with the 

environment.  

A Tourism Master Plan is a living document; its strategic 

steps require implementation and ongoing action. A 
TMP is not meant to duplicate or replace any other 

tourism plans. It is essentially a 'facilitator' of further 

action and input i.e. 'A CALL TO ACTION'.  



    Tourism Master Plan Framework 

Issues Analysis 

Trends Analysis  

Situation Analysis 

Demand Supply Analysis 

Spatial Development Plan 

Tourism Policy 

Tourism Growth & Development Strategy 

Institutional Arrangements 

Action Plan  



    Goals of a Tourism Master Plan 

Facilitate sustainable growth and high-level investment in 

the industry, while enhancing the public share of economic 

benefits from tourism. 

Increase employment opportunities and gainful community 

participation in the tourism industry. 

Develop and maintain supporting infrastructure required 

for the growth of the tourism industry. 

Ensure environmental sustainability in the development and 
operation of all tourism products, and strive for global 

excellence in environmentally-responsible tourism.  



    Goals of a Tourism Master Plan 

Continue to brand the Karoo as a unique 

destination with innovative products and enhance 

the positioning of the Karoo as a top ranking tourist 

destination in traditional and emerging source 

markets. 

Continue to strengthen the legal and regulatory 

framework and the institutional capacity of the 

Local Tourism Organizations. 



                    Conclusion 

   The ‘Karoo’ with a strong brand identity would    

have greater tourist appeal, more supplier and 

buyer power, more bargaining power, and a 

stronger voice to challenge any environmental threats 

from industries with conflicting interests that promise 

short-term economic solutions but in fact offer risky 

long-term environmental and social degradation.   



                  Thank You! 


